The space of 
Introduction
The theory of functions on the two-dimensional sphere was initiated in the eighteenth century in the works of Laplace and Legendre. Due to the technical difficulties involved, the theory has remained relatively incomplete, as compared to the theory of functions on the circle or on the torus.
In the case of ¦ §
, it is not possible to construct, in general, an equidistributed set of points since there are only finitely many polyhedral groups. Extensive computations for optimal configurations have been reported in a number of articles (see, e.g., [6] ). However, attempts to find sets of points on the sphere which imitate the role of the roots of unity on the unit circle have usually led to very deep problems in the Geometry of Numbers, Theory of Potential, etc., and usually these approaches give us just a measure of the uniformity of the distribution of points (like cup discrepancy [9] or the minimum possible energy of a configuration, [4] , [24] ) rather than explicit constructions.
In the univariate case (on the circle
? If yes, then how do we construct optimal approximants?
The purpose of the current article is to construct a subspace of 5
-splines which gives the same order of convergence as the subspace of polynomials of the same dimension and the respective -widths. C -Splines were introduced and their basic theory developed by Kushpel [7] - [8] , [10] - [17] and [23] .
Suppose that is a convex, compact, centrally symmetric subset of a Banach space with unit ball 
is well defined in these cases. In many situations C -splines give new examples of optimal subspaces in sense of Kolmogorov's -widths (see e.g. [10] - [17] ). It will be shown that with suitable kernel the subspace of C -splines with knots on the equiangular grid realizes Kolmogorov's -width
in the sense of order.
In this paper there are several universal constants which enter into the estimates. These positive constants are mostly denoted by the letters
Ì be the normalized rotation invariant measure on the sphere, so that 
We shall need the Legendre polynomials,
which can be defined in terms of the generating function
where
It can be shown that the kernel for orthogonal projection on
This is clearly real valued, zonal with pole ä and is a member of
. Hereafter we shall use
For this
The function Ö E D e u P 
Using this definition, for p w k q s r u t
The classical Sobolev classes on the sphere can alternatively be defined thus 
References to the previously mentioned results from harmonic analysis can be found in [1] , [5] , and [25] - [27] . (2) and define
The main statement of this section is
Optimal approximation of 
It is known (see [2] 
So from the Theorem 3.2 follows 
are the Legendre polynomials normalized so that
It has been proved in [21] and [22] that as
Any function
Using this integral representation, (5) and (6) 
